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When it comes to choosing the perfect birthday gift for your partner, things can be tricky, but
don’t worry, jewelry is always a great option. Choose from pendants, rings, or earrings,
depending on what your partner may fancy. Express your love in a classic and romantic way
by making her birthday extra special.

If you want to make this birthday one for the books, why not pop the question with a unique
sapphire engagement ring? Too soon?

Here are some ideas that will still bring a smile to your leading lady's face.

Pendant

This is a great choice if your significant other loves to accessorize their outfits. Pendants are
versatile in that they can be dressed up or down, and can be worn on their own or layered
with other necklaces.

Choose a stone that has a special meaning, such as a birthstone. A lovely fire opal
pendant could represent the spark that never goes out in your relationship.

Ring

You can’t go wrong with this classic and timeless choice that will never go out of style.
Consider what your partner likes when choosing the metal. White gold, rose gold, and yellow
gold are the options you can choose from. Would a simple band be appreciated or does her
bubbly personality prefer something more ornate?

If you're planning on proposing, a diamond and sapphire engagement ring is an exceptional
choice, but a gemstone ring, such as this Lila 10K white gold cushion-cut amethyst ring is
also a beautiful and one-of-a-kind option.

https://ginandgrace.com/blogs/best-in-show/birthday-gift-ideas-for-your-partner
https://ginandgrace.com/collections/sapphire-rings
https://ginandgrace.com/collections/fire-opal-pendants
https://ginandgrace.com/collections/amethyst-engagement-rings/products/gin-grace-10k-white-gold-real-diamond-ring-i1-with-blue-genuine-amethyst-daily-work-wear-jewelry-for-women-gifts-for-her?variant=43198182883549
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Earrings

Is your partner fun and flirty? Maybe give a gift that can add a pop of color and glitz to any
outfit. When choosing a pair of earrings, consider the style and size that you see your partner
wearing.

Pro tip: if you haven’t paid attention, go through your selfies with her. If she prefers dainty
studs, consider a pair of diamond or gemstone studs. If you want to make a statement,
consider a pair of statement earrings like these Hadlee 14K yellow gold oval cut London blue
topaz earrings that are sure to make heads turn and jaws drop.

At the end of the day, the best gift is one that comes from the heart. Gin and Grace boasts a
beautiful collection where you’ll definitely find something your partner will treasure for years
to come. Our ethically sourced jewelry is designed in-house and manufactured locally in New
York.

Browse rings, earrings, and pendants to make your partner’s birthday special. Think she’s
‘the one’? Our emerald cut diamond engagement rings, opal engagement rings vintage, and
unique sapphire engagement rings come with a 100% money-back guarantee.

https://ginandgrace.com/collections/london-blue-topaz-earring-stud/products/gin-grace-14k-yellow-gold-genuine-london-blue-topaz-diamond-i1-i2leverback-earring-for-women-jewelry-gifts?variant=43180941017309
https://ginandgrace.com/collections/opal-rings
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